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Next LAS Meeting July 21st
Open Forum
The July 21st and August 18th meetings will
be open forum show and tell nights. Tell
and show us about a trip you’ve taken,
your newest eyepiece, the first image you
took with your new camera, something
you have built, you are planning on
building, doing, or have done. Your talk
can be pretty much about anything that
interests you (other than controversial
topics such as politics or religion). Please
try to keep your talk from 10 to 15
minutes in length.
Location:
The meeting will be at the IHOP
Restaurant, 2040 Ken Pratt Boulevard,
Longmont. Please join us for coffee,
dinner, or just desert around 6 pm; the
general meeting and presentation will
begin at 7 pm.

Upcoming Events
July 8 and 9th 5 to 8 pm
“Rhythm on the River” with the Longmont
Library 5-8 pm. We will be at the
Longmont Library’s “Illuminate Your
Mind” tent, Roger's Grove, 220 Hover
Road, Longmont.

July 21st 7 – 9:00 pm
LAS meeting at IHop, 2400 Ken Pratt Blvd,
Longmont. Open forum.
Aug 12th – 8:30 pm
City of Superior Recreation summer star
party event at Coalton Trailhead,
Superior.
Aug 18th 7 – 9:00 pm
LAS meeting at IHop, 2400 Ken Pratt Blvd,
Longmont. Open forum.

July Celestial Highlights
Moon
New moon: July 4th 5:01 am
First quarter: July 11th 4:53 pm
Full moon: July 19th 4:58 pm
Third quarter: July 26th 5:01 pm

Mercury
Mercury is not visible this month.

Venus
Venus is not visible this month.

Mars

July 14th 7:30 – 10:30 pm
Carbon Valley Star Party, 7 Park Ave.,
Firestone, CO. “Constellation of stories”
by northern Colorado story tellers
followed by presentation by Bill Tschumy,
LAS. Star party begins at 9:15 pm.
Mars begins the month with an apparent
brightness of -1.4 and is 16 arc sec across.
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At the end of the month it will be
magnitude -0.8 and will be 13 arc sec
across. It is in the constellation Libra.

Jupiter

brightness as month begins and +0.4
magnitude on July 30th. Its disk size is 18
arc seconds this month.

Uranus
Uranus is in the constellation Pisces; it is
magnitude +5.8 in brightness and its disk
is 3.5 arc sec across.

Neptune
Neptune is in constellation Aquarius. It is
magnitude 7.8 and 2.3 arc sec across.

Meteor Showers
Jupiter begins the month at -1,9
magnitude and disk size of 34 arc seconds.
By the end of the month it -1.8 magnitude
and apparent disk size of 34 arc seconds.
Great Red Spot may be seen at mid transit
at the following times this month:
July 5 9:51 pm alt 22°
July 10 9:01 pm alt 28°
July 22 9:00 pm alt 20°

Alpha Capricornids peak on the evening of
July 27-28th. At most expect 5 meteors per
hour. It is notable for its bright fireballs.
Parent object is comet 169P (NEAT).
Radiant is at RA 20:28 and Decl -10.2°.

Comets
Comet 81P (Wild) is visible this month in
constellation Leo at magnitude 11 with
1.4 arc min coma.

Saturn

Saturn is in lower part of the constellation
Ophiuchus. It is magnitude +0.2 in
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Overhead Sky at 10 pm July 15
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LAS Meeting on June 16
by Joe Hudson
June 16, 2016 Meeting Minutes
1900 hours MDT
Vern Raben,, president, opened the
meeting and introduced other club
officers: Gary Garzone, vice president,
Brian Kimball, board member, Tally
O'Donnel, board member, and Joe
Hudson secretary.
Presentation “Visually and Physically
Realistic Ray-tracing Simulations of Earth,
Moon, and Sky” by Steve Albers, NOAA
Steve Albers received his BSc in Physics
from the State Univ. of New York at Albany
(1978), and MS (1986) in Atmospheric
Science from the University of Oklahoma.
Between 1976 and 1977 he worked as
part of the Viking Intern program
connected with the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory and Brown University. He did
some image processing of Viking Mars
Lander Images at JPL's Image Processing
Laboratory as part of the Viking Lander
Imaging Team. He also performed some
data reduction for the Meteorology Team.
In 1979 he wrote an article for Sky and
Telescope about Mutual Planetary
Occultations. This led to the serendipitous
discovery in 1980 that Galileo actually saw
Neptune in the 1600s. Steve received the
R.R Newton Award from the International
Journal of Scientific History in 2009 in
recognition of his role.
During the summers from 1980-1985

Steve worked as a Field Meteorologist for
the North Dakota Cloud Modification
Project, directing hail suppression and rain
enhancement cloud seeding with a fleet
of six aircraft utilizing ice nucleation
seeding materials and operating an
Enterprise WR-100 5cm weather radar.
Between 1983 and 1985 he worked as a
Research Assistant at the School of
Meteorology, University of Oklahoma. His
research topic was the development of a
statistical severe weather forecast
package. He served as a Teaching Assistant
for Meteorological Measurements and did
some storm chasing.
In 1994 Steve was featured in a Sky and
Telescope article about image processing
of solar eclipse pictures, and his
photography and imaging work has
appeared in numerous books and
publications. Journal articles and
conference presentations on diverse
topics have been given.
Since 1986 Steve has worked at various
NOAA facilities in Boulder, CO, including
the PROFS program, Forecast Systems
Laboratory, and the Earth System
Research Laboratory. In this context he
came on-board CIRA in 1989. His work
includes extensive development and
implementation of meteorological
analyses of wind, clouds, temperature,
and microphysical variables for the Local
Analysis and Prediction System. A variety
of remotely sensed and in-situ data are
ingested, quality controlled, and merged
in the analyses. The analyses are used for
initializing NWP models and are displayed
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on workstations for now casting, and they
are fielded at ESRL, other government
agencies as well as private companies. He
has worked on satellite image processing
algorithms, including photometric
correction that depends on viewing
geometry, as well as image processing to
produce global planetary, meteorological,
and geophysical maps using IDL and other
display software for NOAA's Science On A
Sphere TM (SOS). Steve gives SOS
presentations and daily weather briefings.
Steve developed a ray-tracing package to
produce visually and physically realistic
imagery from atmospheric and
geophysical model data. He's participated
in meteorological workstation and World
Wide Web display software. Radar
experience includes development of radar
Doppler velocity de-aliasing algorithm,
testing and evaluation of algorithms to be
run on the Next Generation Weather
Radar (NEXRAD), and radar data
interfacing with numerical prediction
models.
Steve has been a long time member of
LAS. The slides for Steve's presentation
are posted on the LAS website.
Steve's work seeks to build 'more real'
simulated atmospheric visual
representations from collected
observational data. More specifically, to
create visual simulation capabilities that
match an actual image of the object sky,
earth, sun, for a realistic representations
using weather data from satellite, aerial
observation, and temperature / wind
speed / and particulate concentrations in
the atmosphere.

The simulated display is usable both for
scientific and lay audiences and offers
much greater flexibility in modeling the
display of complex scenarios where
accuracy lends critical benefit (i.e. flight
simulators, direct astronomical research,
classroom environments, etc.). The
simulations connect actual weather
phenomena to what is actually being seen
in the sky (bringing science and art
together).
Steve presented multiple examples of his
simulations and imagery of recorded
cloud formations, rainbows, and even a
storm chaser's perspective pursuing the
supercell that spawned the tornado that
devastated Moore, Oklahoma on May
20th, 2013.
Steve also described and illustrated how
volcanic aerosols dramatically darkened
the Sept 2015 lunar eclipse, and also
created a short video of that same lunar
eclipse but from a vantage point on the
moon (the next time you are there!), and
the final visual treat were simulations of
the coming 'Great American Eclipse' of
2017.
Many thanks Steve – a great education
and wonderful 'eye candy'.
Break
Business Meeting
No treasurer's report (Mike is on vacation)
Eclipse 2017 Planning for Monday August
21, 2017 (Totality at ~11:37 am MDT).
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Possible locations
Vern opened the discussion with a map of
available Wyoming and Nebraska 'public'
viewing locations along the path of
totality, and shared his thoughts on
benefits and challenges of each, including
possible traffic issues on I-25 northbound
the morning of (or maybe even the day
before). Public locations will obviously be
crowded with the visitors from the
Colorado Front Range. Reserving a 'spot'
at a public venue and moving the
equipment would be difficult and pose a
risk to LAS member's equipment.

to attend a Nebraska private land site.
Vern needs to engage and gain commit
from a landowner and portable toilet
rental now, and not delay this
investigation. Vern will nail down costs
and send club members an email
regarding this.

Discussion moved to private land options
including where and how a reservation
might be arranged. Possible locations in
western Wyoming and northwest
Nebraska were discussed. Vern presented
maps of areas along Hwy 85 and 71, and
between 29 and 71 north of Scottsbluff.

Gary Garzone made a formal motion that
the club authorize Vern to expend up to
$2000 of club funds to reserve land
and/or portable toileets for the August
2017 eclipse. Joe Hudson seconded.
A voice vote was held. All in attendance
voted aye - there were mo dissenting
votes. The motion carried.

Weather north of Scottsbluff has a 70 %
chance of clear skies – mid western
locations in Wyoming are better than 85%
but traffic issues along of I-25 and I-80
remain.
Logistics
It appears
our best option is to arrange for dry
camping at a private location. Since we
will be there several days restroom
facilities will be required. Vern estimated
the number required and cost to rent
which will be around $10 per person per
day. Lease or rental of land might also run
about $20 per vehicle with a minimum of
$500 to $1000.

Funding
Vern requested authority to commit up to
$2000 of club funds to begin discussions
with a landowner and/or procure
reservations for PortaPotty rental the days
surrounding the eclipse.

Meeting adjourned.

Mars by Gary Garzone on July 3

Two immediate needs: Projections by LAS
members for how many persons are they
willing to seriously commit with payment
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Sun in H-Alpha by Brian Kimball on June 16
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Milky Way at Hall Ranch by Brian Raben

Moonrise at Hall Ranch by Chris Fauble
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